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By NoShame

Note from NoShame:
So you've taken the right decision.
You are now on your road to changing your life to the better.
Thank you for buying the leading monetization eBook;
MoneySpawner™

Legal Disclaimer
All contents copyright © 2014 MoneySpawner™. All rights reserved. No part of this document
or accompanying files may be reproduced or transmitter in any form, electronic or otherwise,
by any means without the prior written and signed permission of the publisher.
This eBook is presented to you for informational purposes only and is not a substitution for any
professional advice the contents herein are based on the views and opinions of the author and
all associated contributors.
While every effort has been made by the author and all associated contributors to present
accurate and up to date information within this document, it is apparent technologies rapidly
change. Therefore, the author and all associated contributors reserve the right to update the
contents and information provided herein as these changes progress. the author and/or all
associated contributors take no responsibility for any errors or omissions if such discrepancies
exist within this document.
The author and all other contributors accept no responsibility for consequential actions take,
where monetarily, legal, or otherwise, by any and all readers of the materials provided. It is the
reader's sole responsibility to seek professional advice before taking any action on their part.
Reader's results will vary based on their skill level and individual perception of the contents
herein, and thus no guarantees, monetary or otherwise, can be made accurately. Therefore, no
guarantees are made.
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Method One
Affiliate Marketing is quickly becoming the most popular and
profitable online money making method today. Through
method one I will be showing you the easiest method to make
above $4,000+ a month! This eBook will contain absolutely NO
fluff or false claims. I am not here to waste your time or mine.
You will not have to make a website for this method.
Let's get started!

First, I will explain to you the basics of affiliate marketing and
what it is. If you already know about affiliate marketing tou can
skip this part and head o to the next. Affiliate marketing is
when the makers of a product pay you to sell/promote their
product and you get a cut of the money! A "network" is what
brings the vendors and the affiliate (you) together.
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What You Will Need
The first thing you will need is a network. Finding a good one is
an important step to becoming successful affiliate marketer. I
have a couple networks that i have personally used and are
extremely safe.

Clickbank: Easily the most popular affiliate network out there.
They have an endless number of products to chose from. You
can get paid by check or bank transfer.
SellHealth: This is one of the most trustworthy networks that
provide great support. Make up to $300 per sale. You can get
paid by check or bank transfer. Also, you get paid bi-weekly on
the 10th and 25th of each month
Paydotcom: This website is very popular for their wide range of
products and their ability to pay their affiliates through PayPal.
This is one of the few networks that allow PayPal.

Tip: Do not enter fake information as this might affect your ability to be paid!
So be sure to enter real information.
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The second thing you will be needing is a YouTube account,
these are pretty easy to make and can be made in under a
minute. You will need to also have a Gmail account and might
need a Google+ account.
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Starting The Method
After you've signing up for a network, comes the most important step, choosing
the right product. This could be your make or break on making money.
You will want to find a product with high gravity. A good place to find Clickbank
products is this website:
http://www.cbengine.com/

A good way to find the best product to promote is seeing how much traffic it gets
on a regular basis. First, find a product you like and type it into these websites..
You will need a Google account. Once you've signed up type in your product
under the "Search for new keyword and ad group ideas" tab here.
http://adwords.google.com/ko/KeyworkPlanner/Home
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After you've searched, click on the "Keyword Ideas" tab.

Look at how many monthly searches your product gets. 10,000+ searches is a
good amount. However, you don't want something that has too much
competition. Aim for a product that gets under 200,000 searches a month.

If you want to be even more precise, you could repeat the same steps using the
YouTube keyword tool.
https://www.youtube.com/keyword_tool
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Applying The Method
Step one
So the first thing in applying the method is uploading a video about the product
you've chosen, you need to make sure you find the right video. However, for
maximum profits, make your own video and try making it appealing as possible.
One very important thing you should not forget is using a microphone in your
video, I cannot stress how important using a microphone is.
So if you've decided to copy someone else's video, you will want to search your
product's review on YouTube. Find a video with HD and nice quality. The video
you choose will be the one you make your money with, so be sure you are
satisfied with it before proceeding.
Once you've downloaded your video you will need to upload it to youtube. You
can find many YouTube downloaders on the internet but this one is the most
popular of them all.
http://keepvid.com
Be sure to download at least 480p.
However with this step, youtube might detect your video as a copied video, since
youtube has special protection called "spam filter". You will want to bypass this
by editing the video to make it a bit different, there is many video editors, one of
the most popular is Movie Maker which you can download HERE if you don't
already have it.
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Step two

Now comes one of the most important steps in this method which is boosting
your views. You can't just upload a video with no audience and expect it to gain
views. There are several major factors to getting your video "ranked" within the
system

The main contributors to ranking YouTube videos are:
1. High retention views (80% - 100% watch time)
2. Likes
3. Channel Authority (Subscribers)
4. Description/Tags

Here you have 2 options, either to invest or to not. If you invest, this will speed up
the process tremendously. You can buy retention views from a distributor. The
more you spend the more money you will bank. A small 5$ investment could be
your first step to making hundreds.
However if you would rather not to invest, you can use social exchanging websites
such as http://www.enhanceviews.com
If you will invest, here are some recommended places to buy views from:
HackForums
Fiverr
YTNuke
BlackHatWorld
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Now for the description. You want your description to be at least of 200 words
and not more than 400 words. I simply go to my products website and copy down
what they wrote about their product. make sure that you include your products
keyword in the first and last sentence. Now with tags, you want around 5 of them.
Enter phrases like "your product review" or "your product results". Just write
down anything that comes to mind. Make sure to put your affiliate link in the
description to earn money.
That's it for method one, now if you want to bring in more hundreds repeat it
with other products. Now all you have to do is sit back and relax and let the
money roll in.
Do not forget to make more videos, if you do that, you'll be on your road to
making at least $4,000 a month! The more videos you post the more money you'd
expect.

Thank you for purchasing MoneySpawner.
I wish you good luck on your money making journey!
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